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Double Lives of Government Figures
How can a national government, and other political,
educational, and media associations who claim, or are assumed to
be responsible constitutionalists, let known deviants pose as true,
loyal Americans, and continually operate without exposure, and
not being held to account for their unpatriotic, traitorous actions
and affiliations? Particularly egregious are government officials
who swore an oath to uphold the Constitution, and have
continually violated that vow.
The founding fathers would have labeled them as
"scoundrels", and directed Congress to undergo steps to have
them prosecuted, according to their criminal actions. To name at
least a few of the principal turncoats, past and present, most of
which hide their globalist identities, and stealth involvement, they
are, in no particular order:
George H. W. Bush, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill
(accountable to Britain), Henry Kissinger, Bill Clinton, Zbigniew
Brzezinsky, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Ronald Reagan, Jimmy Carter,
Barack Obama, and George W. Bush.
There are, in addition, many other notable persons who are
similarly chargeable for their New World Order advocacy, and
active surreptitious participation in the global conspiracy! It has
been accurately noted that "War is the enforcement mechanism
of the UN/NWO.(one-world movement), especially "staged" wars.
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Objective analysis of the cause of wars in the past two centuries
bears that out!
Names and identification of some of their devious conduct is
summarized as follows:
George H. W. Bush
An active advocate and promoter of the NWO conspiracy, who
was also a member of the Trilateral Commision, and Council of
Foreign Relations, both organizations being purposely oriented to
the one-world government plot. To cite an example of the elder
Bush's devotion to the United Nations, which is synonymous with
the development of the New World Order, the following excerpt is
from a speech he made to the UN General Assembly in Sept. 1991.
Why there wasn't much reported opposition to his diatribe is
difficult to understand, until you realize how common
government complicities and coverups are.
In a flowery speech falsely glorifying the UN and its services,
Bush made the following specious statement: "Where institutions
of freedom (socialist freedoms?) have lain dormant, the UN can
offer them new life." What is the value of one communist system
over another? When, in fact, and most member nations don't
even realize it, they were better off as independent, sovereign
nations before they were induced to join the UN.
Because, they unwitttingly (Duh!)became interdependent,
slave nations , without the right or power to participate in UN
decision making. All consequential decisions are made by the UN
Security Council, without participation in the administrative
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process by any member nation. Besides making the disingenuous
remark that, in effect, nations that are members escaped
communism, Bush doesn't acknowledge the fact that the
NWO/UN operates on the same autocratic, ruling ideology, i.e.,
communism of the highest order.
Then, to add insult to injury, Bush made the absurd false
statement that "in our quest for a new world order, no nation
must surrender one iota of its own sovereignty. And, then adds
the provision of cooperative (read: forced) settlements of
disputes, and unstinting belief in human rights. See UN directive
No. l8l for details of the stark deprivations of human rights under
the despotic, megalomaniacal UN/NWO regime, scheduled to
become effective with their announced world takeover in 2025.
More empty rhetoric, from Bush, is this remark that "if we (the
UN hierarchy) limit state power wisely (why should they?) it will
free our people to make the best use of new ideas, inventions,
and insights," Which contradicts the self-serving, utopian plans of
the elitist world controllers, who would severely limit, or prevent
opportunities for upward accomplishments and rewards for the
subservient classes of world inhabitants.
Power-mongering communists do not want competition-intellectually, industrially, etc. Dictators don't share power!
Whatever skills, or crafts are possessed by the common class are
to be used for the service needs and desires of the NWO ruling
cabal, and their selected minions.
Why does our government allow the infiltration, and provide a
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stage, for development of people who plot againast our
traditional nationalist country, by working to promote the
socialist, or communist takeover of our democratic republic
institutions? The implications of the U. S. 1945 treaty sellout to
the UN, are difficult to believe as being conscientious actions of
the principal officials.
A UN action applying to the Gulf War, resulting from the 1945
treaty decision by their elite lawyers and agents, incorporated
economic sanctions into the UN Charter, as a disciplinary policy in
order to control, and/or punish nations that resist the globalists'
agenda, and authority.
In Aug. 1990 the UN on behalf of well-connected corporations,
imposed the longest running sanctions on Iraq, since Feb. 1962
against Cuba. After the destruction of the Iraqi infrastructure, and
the accompanying pollution of the water supply, the UN Security
Council then inflicted strict economic sanctions on Iraq, with
Resolution 661, that continued until May, 2003.
Punitive sanctions critically restrict the import of the basic
essentials needed to sustain life, which severely affects the most
vulnerable in any society, the children; of which 500,000 perished
during that deadly period. The sanctions predictably
deindustrialized what remained of the country, now dependent
on others for agricultural products. By the end of the war, Iraq
had only four percent of its pre-war electricity. Bombs destroyed
most of the infrastructure of key parts of Iraq.
Sewage was allowed to be poured into the Tigris River, and
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thus causing deaths to thousands, who drank the polluted water.
Diarrhea in children under five, occurred in epic proportions. Iraq
agreed to a cease-fire in Feb., 1991. They had three weeks to
withdraw their troops to within pre-invasion borders.
The U. S. accepted the entire proposal, and promised that
American troops would not harm retreating Iraqi soldiers.
However, Gen. Barry McCaffrey ordered the bombing of
retreating Iraqi troops in a systematic massacre that lasted two
days. Which was another typical lying and doublecrossing U. S.
action contradicting promises and agreements with political and
military opponents!
As I have commented on elsewhere, the seeming phenomenon
of the U. S. capitulating to the U. N. world control conspiracy is
only explainable as having a paranormal cause; that being a
supernatural intervention of Satan, who in defiant opposition to
God, is carrying out his threat to "be like the Most High", and
build his evil kingdom, which he has been doing ever since his
expulsion, for cause, from heaven! That was coupled with the fact
of secret society swearing of oaths to worship and serve Satan, by
certain traitorous signatory participants in the 1945 UN/US
Charter agreement, which sold us "down the river".
A telling example of the elder Bush's underhanded, traitorous
conduct, is the following comment he made to a secretary that "If
the citizens knew what we are doing, they would run us out, and
chase us down the street." Does that sound like a president
whose career is worthy of national comemmoration, or even
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common respect? No, not even the misguided tacit approval of a
headshake, or handshake!
Dwight D, Eisenhower
For starters, on the basis of character, I believe Eisenhower was
the most undeserving, shameful president in our history! No
matter how much good he did for the country during WW2, part
of his record as a commanding Army general deserves nothing but
dishonor and defamation!. His cruel, inhumane mistreatment of
German war prisoners, ranks right up there with other
slaughterous miscreants--Stalin, Hitler, Saddam Hussein, and any
other similar abusers of mankind. All of that condemnable record
was as customary kept from exposure by the government, media,
corporate and educational disloyal compatriots!
The more I read and learn of the governmental leadership's
propagandizing, and selective management of news and
government activities, the more I recognize that the only credible,
honest, and patriotic loyality that we can trust and be proud of is
lived and died for by the regular, everyday true citizens of our
country, who have not been corrupted by government, corporate,
educational, and other unpatriotic organizations. That is not to
discredit the many federal government employees who love their
country, and do an honest day's work, and are to be commended.
Eisenhower's often-voiced, disparaging, hate filled, obsessed
attitude toward the German soldiers was pointedly expressed by
his familiar statement that "God, I hate those Germans." Rather
than direct that bitter feeling to the government and military
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leaders of the German Army, why would Gen. Eisenhower blame,
or curse the conscripted or volunteer soldiers for doing what they
were ordered to do, even as proud, patriotic German citizens?
{Eisenhower gave a speech in Paris, in Mar, 1945 asserting that
the U. S. would honor the Geneva Convention with regard to
humane treatment of prisoners, many captured as early as 1943.
Within days of the Paris speech, Eisenhower, without honor,
surreptitiously signed an order establishing a "deathly"
D.E.F.(Disarmed Enemy Forces) vulnerable status for all prisoners,
even those who voluntarily surrendered. The designation is illegal
under international law, and completely contrary to the Geneva
Convention.
By June 1943, there were between 4,000,000 to 5,000,000
prisoners under Eisenhower's jurisdiction--all with his illegal D.E.F.
status. The barbed wire enclosed concentration camps in
Germany lacked even the barest facilities found in other camps:
barracks, laboratories, camp kitchens, infirmaries, and latrines. In
the absence of latrines, crowded inmates standing almost
shoulder to shoulder, by necessity often relieving themselves
where they stood--in a growing quagmire of putrid mud.
Latrines (ditches) where available, were death traps for those
who slipped. Food, water, and shelter, basic human necessities,
were mostly unavailable in those camps, although there were
sufficient resources available. Eisenhower often diobeyed his
superiors' orders, and undercut the specific rations ordered, and
other required services.
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Those were American camps, supervised by Eisenhower,
where thousands of ordinary soldiers, ignorant of their
government's atrocities, ultimately starved and died, who instead
of being victims of Eisenhower's vendetta, should have been
released and allowed to go to their homes, like other countries
prisoners were, after the war was ended.}
The last three bracketed paragraphs are mostly quotes from
Deanna Spingola website researched articles on "Famine and
Genocide."
Novelist James Barque wrote that nearly 1,000,000 German
prisoners of war died of starvation or exposure. Trucks hauled
away bodies! Red Cross inspectors were banned. Red Cross food
aid was refused, as "unneeded" and returned. Building of shelters
was forbidden. Soldiers were kept on short rations; seen by
Barque as "a method of genocide".
Most all of the horrendous, inhumane mistreatment was
intentionally kept from the media, so that the American public
was unaware of the sordid reality of the immense cruelty of those
camps. Eisenhower was seen only as a conquering hero, and
went on to be a college president, and later national president,
neither of which prestigious, honorable positions should ever
have been available to such a dishonorable, wicked person who
instead should have been prosecuted and punished for
commission of horrible, savage war crimes against humanity!
Henry A. Kissinger
Kissnger was Secretary of State, and National Security Advisor,
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and foreign policy expert under Nixon, and Ford; a Nobel "Peace"
Prize winner in 1973 (after the four year genocidal attacks on
Cambodia, which he led), and also a major proponent of the
global, NWO government conspiracy! "Condemned as a war
criminal by journalists, political activists, and human rights
lawyers," he had been heavily involved in eugenics, genocide, and
various other depopulation methods.
A typical elitist snob, he put forth a depopulation plan,
remarking that "Depopulation should be the highest priority of U.
S. foreign policy towards the Third World." An example of a
method discovered by Dr. Ignacio Chapela, a University of
California microbiologist was that "Wild corn in remote parts of
Mexico was contaminated with lab-altered DNA. Chapela
revealed that spermicidal corn developed by a U. S. company was
being tested in Mexico (in 2004). Males who unknowingly eat the
corn, produce non-viable sperm--and are unable to reproduce."
"The Trial of Henry Kissinger", is a novel written by Christopher
Hitchens, examining Kissinger's alleged war crimes. In the words
of Hitchens, Kissinger deserved prosecution "for war crimes
against humanity, and for offenses against common, or
customary, or international law, including conspiracy to commit
murder, kidnap, and torture." Tim Walker, of the Austin
Chronicle, lauded Hitchens as a "brilliant polemicist, and a tireless
reporter."
Kissinger is an obsessed, radical world depopulation fanatic, by
various means, all equating to genocide. For example it was his
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decision, which the government allowed, to decimate the
inhabitants of Cambodia, that was carried on for about four years.
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Despite his feigned "fireside chats" to the American people, FDR
was like too many other presidents guilty of cruel, inhumane
treatment of certain other country's inhabitants. For example,
during the India famine in 1943-44, Roosevelt refused to authorize
food assistance to India, or use any available American ships to
transport food to India.
About 3,000,000 people perished in Bengal, a very deliberate
genocide of 1943-44. Roosevelt and Stalin also agreed to toast
the death of 50,000 German officers at the end of the war!
Prior to the Pearl Harbor attack, the United States had
embargoed Japan, which totally depended on imports, in order to
provoke a military response. Churchill and Roosevelt, whose
governments had already broken the Japanese communication
codes, then monitored the entire progress of Japan's military
expedition all the way to Pearl Harbor.
Japan's attack on Dec. 7, 1941 killed unwary military
personnel, more "live bait" (Churchill's term for those who
perished in the deliberate sinking of the Lusitania, which totaled
2,402 people). Thereafter the media predictably vilified and
dehumanized the Japanese.
The U. S. also had warships strategically placed throughout
the South Pacific, to prevent Japan's hegemony over East Asia.
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Though Roosevelt had pledged that no act of the United States
would help produce or promote war, the plan to induce Japan to
attack Pearl Harbor was purposely devised to create U. S.
involvement in the European war. Typical power politics vs. moral
principles.
Various Jewish organizations, exempted their people from
fighting, and left it up to the U. S. and its allies to fight for them!
It is to be noted that the great majority of Israelis are "Zionist"
Jews, not the religious Judaist faction, who are not politically and
commercially motivated to dominate the world, including by
terrorism and other criminal actions! All of which relates to the
surreptitious, underlying New World movement, of which Zionist
Jews are the predominant players.
Roosevelt authorized Secretary of War, Henry Stimson to
create a civilian agency, under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Security Agency to supervise biological warfare, to include studies
on immune-system-destroying agents, for the purpose of
depopulation. An example of which, per statement of Dr. Robert
Strecker, was that the Aids virus was man-made, for obvious
purposes.
George Merck, owner of Merck Pharmaceutical, and a close
advisor to F.D.R., was appointed director of the new War Research
Service. Also, the Rockefellers lent their support to England's
Eugenics Society by establishing the International Planned
Parenthood Federation, in conjunction with the Eugenics Society.
This formed a private global system, by which the elite could
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choreograph an international holocaust, within the context of
offering "humanitarian" services, all under the jurisdiction of the
United Nations flag, the main Rockefeller front organization
The biological warfare project, at least for Third World
countries to begin with, was to be done under the jurisdiction of
the Federal Security Agency. Except for possibly John F. Kennedy,
the other Presidents and many other officials were in agreement
that world population is a critical problem that must be dealt with
eventually, by reduction of as much as "seven" billion people,
whoich is all spelled out in their plan documents.
If there were no other serious criticisms that could be levied
against our government leaders, and their influential cohorts, that
moral crime alone against humanity should have been sufficient
to prosecute and remove them from office. A megalomaniacal
lust for wealth and power, overrules normal morality and
conscience, for man to be cruel and inhumane enough to carry
out such extreme violence against fellow human beings, who have
as much natural right to live, and enjoy their existence as anyone
else.
Winston Churchill
The U. S. Congress enacted legislation in Feb. 1944, authorizing
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilatation Administration
(UNRRA) to provide India with food relief. However, Churchill, to
avoid condemnation and responsibility, consistently claimed that
there was no Bengal famine. So, that the suffering and starving
population did not receive the assistance they so desperately
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needed. Nothing but abusive authority would deny the obvious
reality of the Indian plight.
As stated for Roosevelt, Churchill was part of the plot to allow
Japan to attack the U. S. base in Pearl Harbor, knowing of the
Japanese intent beforehand. Which was another of various war
causes staged by the U. S. and Britain for political, power-driven
purposes, not for justified national defense reasons!
Referring back to a pre-WW1 incident, most Americans, a
large percentage of which, were Germans, were neutral until
propagandized by a barrage of German 'atrocity" stories through
pamphlets produced by the U. S. government. The U. S. resisted
the war, even after the devised Lusitania incident, May 7, 1915,
when 785 out of 1,257 passengers perished, 128 of them
Americans.
Several months before that ill-fated voyage, Winston
Churchill, a Rothschild (NWO conspirator) minion, described the
Lusitania as 45,000 tons of "live bait", apparently including ship
weight. Were the 3,000 victims of the Rockefeller-built (by
another NWO elitist planner) twin towers tragedy in Manhattan
on Sept. 11, 2001, also "live bait", leading to yet another
genocidal war? The answer is a scientifically provable yes, despite
the government commission report lies blaming it on Al Qaeda
(Islam), a literally impossible claim, and another U. S. "false flag"
war cause!
Harry S. Truman
Truman's decision to A-Bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki, while at
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least pragmatically supported by many military, governmental,
and political figures, was also met with considerable disapproval
and strong criticism on Christian moral, and humanitarian
grounds. First off, on the latter basis, those Japanese cities were
not military targets, but defenseless civilian populations, and
properties, .no matter how that fact was misconstrued to try to
justify the attacks.
Listen to what Truman's Chief of Staff, Ad. William Leahy
wrote: "This use of the barbarous weapon at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki was of no material assistance in our war against KJapan.
My own feeling was that being the first to use it, we had adopted
an ethical standard common to the barbarians of the Dark Ages. I
was not to make war in that fashion."
Gen, MacArthur, Eisenhower, "Hap" Arnold, and Curtis LeMay
reportedly felt the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was
unnecessary. Pat Buchanan pointed out that "With Japan naked
to our B-29s, her surface navy at the bottom of the Pacific, the
home islands blockaded, what was the need to bomb at all?"
While Roosevelt contended that the Japanese bombing of the
U. S. Fleet at Pearl Harbor was, "a day of infamy', the horrific
slaughter by the A-Bomb attacks on the two Japanese cities were
far more brutal, and inhumane! Especially, since the Dec. 7, 1941
assault on Pearl Harbor was purposely staged and facilitated by
the U. S. to "justify" America's planned entrance into World War
2, to aid Britain in its losing battle with Germany, and Japan, its
ally!
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In further reference to which, the affair was another glaring
example of the war-minded ideology of American "imperialistic
intervention" against sovereign nations for ulterior self-serving
purposes. Which cannot be ethically, or morally justified, as
anything better than being an international "bully on the block".
In other words,"might does not make right", nationally, or
personally!
Barack Obama
My website article,"The Obama Mystique Exposed", gives full
treatment of his abysmal presidential service, but the following
excerpt, and paraphrased additional comment are examples of
the most impeachable presidential performance ever conducted
by any President in our history.
"(National) failures to us, were successes to Obama, because
they were calculated and executed according to his master plan of
America's destruction, (1) by causing a massive national and
international debt crisis, (2) burdensomely increasing taxes and
regulations on industry (especially small businesses, the mainstay
and backbone of free enterprise), (3) pushing the largely
disincentivizing social and economic entitlement programs
beyond sustainable limits, (4) motivating the phenomenon of the
racist policy of affirmative action (as noted by Matt Patterson), (5)
critically undermining military defense capability, (6) exacerbating
the race situation, by allowing and condoning civil unrest, and
unjustified protests, and outbreaks of color-based violence."
Only the racial color factor got Obama elected! A white
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candidate with Obama's un-American background of
(socialist/communistic) associations and activities, would have
disqualified him from ever receiving his party's nomination!
Obama could have been dumber than an ox, and the majority
would have still voted for him. Actually, we wouldn't have been
any worse off! He couldn't have stumbled through his job, as bad
as he did on purpose!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Supplemental notes on "free trade negotiations and
subsequent agreements":
Quotes from Deanna Spingola (Spingola Speaks) on free trade
economics: "The products of the labor of its citizens determine a
nation's prosperity. Free trade is detrimental to a nation's
wealth."
Conversely, Henry Kissinger wrote in the L. A. Times about the
prospective NAFTA treaty, "What Congress will have before it is
not a conventional agreement, but the architecture of a new
international system, a first step toward a New World Order."
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) negotiations
began under President Reagan in 1986, and were formally signed
into law under Pres. G. H. W. Bush, Canadian Prime Minister
Mulroney, and Mexican Pres. Salinas. Clinton and Gore got
Congressional approval of NAFTA. The treaty was supported by
132 Republicans, and 102 Democrats.
Newt Gingrich, per Deanna Spingola, is "Just another
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internationalist, still masquerading as a constitutionalist." As
Republican House Whip, he promised he could extract 132 votes
for NAFTA, a treaty that Ian Fletcher (an economist) refers to as "a
veritable case study in failure." "Pork barrel promises", that cost
the taxpayers $50 billion. As reported by Pat Buchanan, "The
treaty led to large job losses, and huge trade deficits."
In summation of the effect of the various unfavorable,
sometimes unconstitutional and criminal actions of some of our
presidents, and other top officials in federal government for many
decades now, their conduct has been unpatriotic, or treasonous,
deserving of prosecution, and whose records should bear marks of
infamy--not unmerited approval and distinction. While America
has a lot to be proud of throughout its history, it also has much to
be ashamed of,because the subversive actions of its internal
enemies did more damage to the country than any of its foreign
adversaries, real, imagined, or created!
But, because our government officials are such masters of
deceit and coverup, many malevolent acts are not exposed, or
otherwise known by the general public. Propaganda and lies are
much-used tools of our typical self-important elitist, stuff-shirted
federal hierarchy, i.e., NWO advocates and operatives!
"Authoritarianism" practically rules the day in much of
Washington bureaucracy, and political administration, despite all
the rhetorical language used to deceive the public.
For a prime example, the truth of our government's
involvement in globally planned genocidal acts of intentional
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radical world depopulation, underlies much of U. S. stealth
imperialistic, unjustified war-making throughout our nation's
history. The main purpose of the deranged genocidal plan is, of
course, to further the ultimate elitist goal of the New World
Order, so that their minions can have possession and control
(however logically uwieldy and unworkable) of an assumed
controllable drastically reduced world population!
That is, the self-serving utopian wealth and power conspiracy,
is nothing less than an intensely evil and tyrannical assault on
humanity! There is obviously no fear of God in the perpetrators of
such planned inhumane treatment of the "inferior" bulk of
mankind. And the mastermind behind it all is Satan, building his
evil kingdom according to script, who is the supernaturally
powerful enemy of God, and all those who live for, and serve Him!
A simple observation by John Wayne encapsulates the
impending travesty looming in the world today. He said that "If
you put ten men in a room with a dollar apiece, eventually one
s.o.b. would have it all." That, in terms of the NWO elitist cabal ,
is where most of mankind is headed, unless something intervenes
and causes a mass resistance and possibly requiring armed
uprising against it.
The crimes and misdeameanors of the presidents noted, and
their official cohorts renders them unfit to be accorded national
patriotism, and reputable careers. There were also serious
disservices and unconstitutional actions that should be known or
noted about Ronald Reagan, and George W.Bush, plus sexual
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abuse acts and/or openly adulterous actions of John F. Kennedy,
Lyndon Johnson, and Bill Clinton.
For a serious political matter, "President Reagan entered into
agreement with Mikhail Gorbachev" in 1986, for the U. S. to
institute the Soviet educational program called "workforce
training", which though not fully implemented yet into our
national school system, is a radically designed system that
replaces our traditional academic education that gives students
choice and opportunity for upwardly developing opportunities to
achieve educational levels for whatever fields, or careers they
desire.
Whereas, the "workforce training system" only prepares
students to become skilled in jobs required to ultimately serve the
specific needs and desires of the elitist ruling class of the planned
world-controlling UN/NWO regime. Among things that George W.
Bush did to hurt our country, was The Patriot Act, installing an
invasive "security" system, that overrules and denies certain
traditional liberties of American citizens. He (Bush) was (is) a "one
world government" promoter, like his father and other
unpatriotic, treasonous Presidents, and other high officials.
Almost the only true Americans who loved, and willingly
fought for their country, were trusting citizens: husbands, and
fathers who were propagandized by their "trusted" government,
through compliant media and other means of false representation
and reporting, to believe that the various contrived wars were
defensively necessary. Only the revolutionary war against
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England could rightly be classified as a justified defensive war!
The practice of American "imperialism" has been the driving force
of many of the government's international moves, often
independent of congresssional, and other required approval.
The dissolution of our federal government has been the
historical process of wickedness in high places, and the reason for
it is simply the failure to honor and follow the principles of the
Constitution, which are embodied in the fundamental principle of
"Consent of the governed". The designed vehicle for which is an
established "representative republic", intended and specified to
be the continual operating system of our national governance,
and political process.
"Of the people, by the people, and for the people", should be
the only justifiable grunds of any official act, or function
administered or carried out by our specific form of government.
In fact, it ought to be the considerate object of any governing
regime! It was certainly the overriding intent, and organizing
principle of the founding fathers of our Constitution. Which, no
matter what laws or amendments might be incorporated into that
rightfully decisive document, that fundamental requirement is
"not to be violated".
But, as our history testifies, the ordained principle of
determining the representative "will" of the people, has been
flagrantly abused, ignored, and violated--to the detriment of our
country's success and wellbeing! In fact, we have been
increasingly corrupted by many deviant, and socialistic
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developments making a mockery of our original capitalistic model
administrative institutions and services.
All government authority, itself, ought to be delegated and
controlled by the "will" of a responsible, conscientious citizenry!
An applicable assessment, or evaluation should conclude that "we
get the kind of government that we deserve". That is, we are each
personally obligated to collectively ensure that our elected and
appointed officials, officeholders, and staffs are performing their
Constitutional required duties, and jobs.
The ballot box, responsibly utilized, is the ultimate means of
endeavoring to assure necessary personal performances, as
servants of the country. In the interim of assigned employment, if
cooperation cannot be obtained, then "forced constraint" or any
necessary legitimate alternative must be used. That is, whatever
it takes "to get the job done"
Unfortunately, government ranks are occupied with many
self-serving, unconstitutionally motivated persons so that it is
largely corrupted and out of control. But since the election of
President Trump, substantial efforts are beng made to reform and
improve various deficient and inefficient parts of our national
government, that seriously need to be dismantled or reigned in,
and corrected, to eventually be able to get back on the right track,
of a responsible, efficient government structure.
Highlighting some of the serious faults, and actions of various
Presidents, and other key officials, which the general public isn't
informed and sufficiently aware of--because of high level deceit
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and coverup, serves as specific exposure of the duplicitous
conduct over much of our modern history, by some of those who
were entrusted to Constitutionally lead and protect our country.
May it be, though not to be assumed as requisite upon God to
do anything "deserved" by us, that He might intervene to help us
get our country straightened out, and able to operate again as the
sovereign, self-fulfilling nation (under God) that we once were.
Amen!
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